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Yamhill County 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

525 NE 4TH STREET  McMINNVILLE, OREGON  97128 
Phone: 503-434-7516  Fax: 503-434-7544  TTY: 800-735-2900  Internet Address: 

http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/planning 

 
  
October 21, 2021 MS____ LB ____ CK____ CB____ 
 
 MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  Board of Commissioners 
 
From:  Ken Friday, Planning Director 
 
Re:  Docket RDI-23-21, Applicant: Ronald Martin  
  An appeal of the Planning Director’s approval of a replacement dwelling. 
  
 
The above application is scheduled for a public hearing on October 28, 2021. The decision was appealed by 
surrounding property owner Barbara Boyer.  
 
The contents of the record are as follows: 

 
Staff Report with Exhibits:  

 
I. Approval letter, Inspection and Public Notice 

  II. Appeal 
  III. 1983 Hardship Dwelling Approval 
  IV. 1983 Building and Septic Permits 
  V. E-mail from the Assessor’s Office 
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DOCKET NO.: RDI-23-21 
 
REQUEST: To allow the replacement of the dwelling located at 11940 SE Boyer 

Road, McMinnville.   
 
APPLICANT: Ronald Martin 
 
TAX LOT: 4432CD-00301 
 
LOCATION: 11940 SE Boyer Road, McMinnville 
 
ZONE: EF-80, Exclusive Farm Use 
 
CRITERIA: Section 402.02(M) and 402.04(A)(6) of the Yamhill County Zoning 

Ordinance (YCZO).  The adopted regulations are based on Oregon 
Revised Statute (ORS) 215.283 (1)(p), and 215.491, passed by House Bill 
2746 and revised by HB 3024. 

 
EXHIBITS: I. Approval letter, Inspection and Public Notice 
 II. Appeal 
 III. 1983 Hardship Dwelling Approval 
 IV. 1983 Building and Septic Permits 
 V. E-mail from the Assessor’s Office 
  
FINDINGS: 
 
A. Background Facts 
 
1. Lot Size: The property is 0.87 acres 
 
2. Access:  Boyer Road. 
 
3. On-site Land Use and Zoning: The parcel is a rural residential lot with a manufactured 

dwelling and a couple of outbuildings.   
           
4. Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:  The surrounding properties to the north, south, east, and 

west are zoned EF-80, Exclusive Farm Use.  The properties to the west, across Highway 
99W are zoned RC Recreation Commercial and LDR-12,000 Low Density Residential.  This 
area contains the Bayou Drive subdivision and golf course.  The surrounding area is 
predominantly dedicated to farm uses which includes nursery stock, orchards, grass seed and 
hay production.   
 

5. Water: Provided by an on-site well.  
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6. Sewage Disposal:  Provided by an on-site septic system. 
 
7. Fire Protection:  McMinnville Rural Fire Department. 
 
8. Soils:  The Yamhill County Soil Survey shows the most prevalent soil type on the property 

(approximately 70 %) is Woodburn Silt Loam, at 0 to 7 percent slopes, a Class II high-value 
soil.  The remainder of the parcel contains Terrace Escarpments a Class VI non-high value 
soil.  The parcel is predominantly composed of high value soils.   
 

9. Natural Hazards:  Based on a review of Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), the subject property is not located within an identified 
100-year floodplain. There are no identified historic sites, Willamette River Greenway or 
airport overlay district.  

 
10. Replacement Dwelling Inspection:  A replacement dwelling inspection was performed on the 

dwelling at 11940 SE Boyer Road and an approval letter and neighboring property owners 
notice was mailed out on August 31, 2021.  An appeal was filed on September 15, 2021, 
stating the subject dwelling was a hardship dwelling from 1983. 
 

11. Previous Actions:  There were no previous actions in Tax Lot file 4432CD-00301.  However, 
there was a previous action on the parent parcel, Tax Lot 4432CD-00300.  This tax lot had a 
hardship dwelling approved on June 21, 1983, through Docket No. C-508-83/TS-168-83.      

 
12. House Bill 3024 (2019):  This house bill provided alternate criteria for the evaluation of a 

replacement dwelling.  Unless acted upon by the legislature, these statutes are scheduled to 
sunset January 2, 2024. 

 
B. Yamhill County Ordinance Provisions and Analysis 
 
1. The process for a replacement dwelling requires an inspection of the structure to make sure it 

has the following as required in Section 402.02(M) of the YCZO:   
        

M. Alteration, restoration or replacement of a lawfully established dwelling that: 
 

1. Has intact exterior walls and roof structure; 
 

2. Has indoor plumbing consisting of a kitchen sink, toilet and bathing facilities 
connected to a sanitary waste disposal system; 

 
3. Has interior wiring for interior lights; 

 
4. Has a heating system; and 
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A property owner can request a replacement dwelling inspection and a building inspector is 
sent out to check to see if it has the items listed above.  If it passes the dwelling can be 
replaced within four years of said inspection.  In this case the inspection was performed by 
the Assistant Building Official and the structure passed the inspection.  Our office then 
investigated whether this dwelling was placed as a hardship dwelling and concluded it was 
not certain this was the original hardship dwelling.   Notice of the approval was mailed to 
neighboring property owners.  An appeal of the decision was filed. 
 
The appellant has alleged that this manufactured dwelling was approved as a hardship 
dwelling and cannot be replaced.  Under Section 402.04(A)(6) of the YCZO, hardship 
dwellings approved under the present code are not allowed to be replaced.  The relevant 
language in our present code states:   
 

A temporary residence approved under this paragraph is not eligible for replacement. 
 
The 1983 land use code did not appear to have that same provision but did state in Section 
402.03(B)(2)(c) that: 
 

The permit for the mobile home for special care shall be granted to the applicant only 
and shall not be deemed to run with the land.   

 
The June 21, 1983, letter to Norman Bernards listed a condition #2 that applied this standard 
which stated: 
 

The temporary structure permit is not transferrable and is issued to you only to authorize 
occupancy of the secondary mobile home by your parents.   

 
Knowing that the parent parcel had a hardship dwelling approval in 1983, our office did try 
to determine whether the manufactured dwelling on Tax Lot 4432CD-00301 was the same 
dwelling approved as a hardship dwelling.  Three items were unusual about this case.  First, 
this dwelling was not on the hardship dwelling renewal list.  For over 25 years hardship 
dwelling approvals are granted for two years and are put on a renewal list.  The Planning 
office uses this list to send out a two-year renewal reminder.  For the renewal, a form is 
provided where the applicant confirms that there is still a need for the hardship dwelling.  
The 1983 hardship dwelling approval had a requirement for a 2-year renewal, but the subject 
dwelling was not on that reminder list.  This may have been because the dwelling is not a 
hardship dwelling, but it is likely because the approval was granted 10 years before the 
Planning Department established the renewal list. 
 
The next thing that was uncommon for a hardship dwelling is that the dwelling is on its own 
parcel.  Hardship dwellings are approved to be on the same lot or parcel as the principal 
dwelling and frequently share a septic system.  In this case the subject dwelling is on its own 
parcel with its own septic system.  This is likely because the parcel was created in 1965 by a 
warranty deed.  Since the two parcels were sold together, only one tax lot was assigned in 
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1983.  It appears that a new tax lot number was assigned when the parcels were sold 
separately. 
 
Lastly, our office contacted the Assessor’s office to see what records they had on this 
dwelling.  Susan DeBolt, Registered Appraiser II sent back the following response: 
 

I reviewed the files for the above address – Single wide mh built in 1965 was verified on 
site 02/1992 by an appraiser.  Have no notes when the mh was placed on site.  From 
google earth it was there prior to 1994, the imagery for 1985 year is unclear.  Let me 
know if you need anything else. 

 
If this was the manufactured dwelling placed as a hardship in 1983, it should have been noted 
by the Assessor’s office soon after that date.  However, it was not verified until 1992.  There 
were several other ways to get a dwelling on a parcel prior to the passage of HB 3661(1993).  
These included guest houses, nonfarm dwellings, lot size variances and farm help dwellings.  
Based on the 9-year discrepancy the Planning Director could not conclude with certainty that 
the manufactured dwelling was the hardship dwelling from 1983, so the replacement 
dwelling approval was issued, and notice was mailed to neighboring property owners. 
 

C. Oregon Revised Statute Provisions and Analysis 
 
1. Replacement dwellings are listed under ORS 215.283(1)(p).  It is very important to note 

that it is a use under Subsection (1) of ORS 215.283 because there is an Oregon 
Supreme Court decision Brentmar v. Jackson County (1995)(SC S 41765) which 
determined that the uses listed in ORS 215.213(1) and 215.283(1) are allowed in EFU 
zones, state-wide “as of right” and that a county “may not enact or apply legislative 
criteria of its own that supplement those found in ORS 215.213(1) and 215.283(1).”  
ORS 215.283(1)(p) allows:  

 
(p) Alteration, restoration or replacement of a lawfully established dwelling, as 
described in ORS 215.291. 

 
2. House Bill 2746 (2013), as amended by House Bill 3024 (2019), added the following 

provisions to evaluate a replacement dwelling pursuant to ORS 215.291.  This language 
was added and modified to make replacement dwellings easier to obtain and, unless 
acted upon, this language sunsets on January 2, 2024.  The language provides other tests 
to evaluate if the dwelling can be replaced.  It is also interesting to note that while there 
is a nothing in the test that references or eliminates hardship dwellings from being 
replaced.1 ORS 215.291 States:    

 
1 Since the Supreme Court’s decision in Brentmar v. Jackson County does not allow the local 
jurisdiction to be more restrictive, and the replacement dwelling standards do not address or 
prohibit the replacement of hardship dwellings, does the County have the authority to deny this 
request even if it was determined this was a hardship dwelling? 
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Alteration, restoration or replacement of lawfully established dwelling; conditions; 
siting; deferral. 
(1) A lawfully established dwelling may be altered, restored or replaced under ORS 
215.213 (1)(q) or 215.283 (1)(p) in the manner provided by either subsection (2) or (3) of 
this section. 
(2) The dwelling may be altered, restored or replaced if, when an application for a 
permit is submitted, the permitting authority: 
(a) Finds to the satisfaction of the permitting authority that the dwelling to be altered, 
restored or replaced has, or formerly had: 

      (A) Intact exterior walls and roof structure; 
(B) Indoor plumbing consisting of a kitchen sink, toilet and bathing facilities connected to 
a sanitary waste disposal system; 

      (C) Interior wiring for interior lights; and 
      (D) A heating system; and 

(b) Finds that the dwelling was assessed as a dwelling for purposes of ad valorem 
taxation for the lesser of: 
(A) The previous five property tax years unless the value of the dwelling was eliminated 
as a result of the destruction, or demolition in the case of restoration, of the dwelling; or 
(B) From the time when the dwelling was erected upon or affixed to the land and became 
subject to assessment as described in ORS 307.010 unless the value of the dwelling was 
eliminated as a result of the destruction, or demolition in the case of restoration, of the 
dwelling. 
(3) The dwelling may be altered, restored or replaced if, when an application for a 
permit is submitted, the dwelling meets the requirements of subsection (2)(a) of this 
section, the dwelling does not meet the requirement of subsection (2)(b) of this section, 
and the applicant establishes to the satisfaction of the permitting authority that the 
dwelling was improperly removed from the tax roll by a person other than the current 
owner. 
(4) For replacement of a lawfully established dwelling under ORS 215.213 (1)(q) or 
215.283 (1)(p): 
(a) The dwelling to be replaced must be removed, demolished or converted to an 
allowable nonresidential use: 
(A) Within one year after the date the replacement dwelling is certified for occupancy 
pursuant to ORS 455.055; or 
(B) If the dwelling to be replaced is, in the discretion of the permitting authority, in such 
a state of disrepair that the structure is unsafe for occupancy or constitutes an attractive 
nuisance, on or before a date set by the permitting authority that is not less than 90 days 
after the replacement permit is issued. 

      (b) The replacement dwelling: 
      (A) May be sited on any part of the same lot or parcel. 

 (B) Must comply with applicable siting standards. However, the standards may not be 
applied in a manner that prohibits the siting of the replacement dwelling. 
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(c) As a condition of approval, if the dwelling to be replaced is located on a portion of 
the lot or parcel that is not zoned for exclusive farm use, the applicant shall execute and 
cause to be recorded in the deed records of the county in which the property is located a 
deed restriction prohibiting the siting of another dwelling on that portion of the lot or 
parcel. The restriction imposed is irrevocable unless the county planning director, or the 
director’s designee, places a statement of release in the deed records of the county to the 
effect that the provisions of this section and either ORS 215.213 or 215.283 regarding 
replacement dwellings have changed to allow the lawful siting of another dwelling. 

 
3. The above Section (1) allows the evaluation of the replacement dwelling under section 

(2) or (3).   This application will be evaluated under section (2) above.  Section (2)(a) 
requires that a dwelling that is to be replaced is found to the satisfaction of the 
permitting authority that the dwelling has, or formerly had: 

        
(A) Intact exterior walls and roof structure; 
(B) Indoor plumbing consisting of a kitchen sink, toilet and bathing facilities connected to 
a sanitary waste disposal system; 
(C) Interior wiring for interior lights; and 
(D) A heating system; and 
 
As noted in Finding A.10 the structure passed the replacement dwelling inspection.  The 
existing dwelling was inspected by a building inspector and found to have the items listed 
above 
 

4. Section (2)(b)(A) requires that the dwelling was assessed as a dwelling for purposes of 
ad valorem taxation for the lesser of: 

 
(A) The previous five property tax years unless the value of the dwelling was eliminated 
as a result of the destruction, or demolition in the case of restoration, of the dwelling; or 
(B) From the time when the dwelling was erected upon or affixed to the land and became 
subject to assessment as described in ORS 307.010 unless the value of the dwelling was 
eliminated as a result of the destruction, or demolition in the case of restoration, of the 
dwelling. 

 
The structure has been taxed as a dwelling the previous five years and has not been removed 
from the tax rolls due to destruction or demolition of the dwelling.     The request complies 
with the above criterion (A).   
 

5. Since the application satisfies Section (2) above, it is not necessary to evaluate the 
application under Section (3).   
 

6.  The following Section (4) contains some requirements for a replacement dwelling 
established (which will be required for issuance of building permits) states:  
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(4) For replacement of a lawfully established dwelling under ORS 215.213 (1)(q) or 
215.283 (1)(p): 
(a) The dwelling to be replaced must be removed, demolished or converted to an 
allowable nonresidential use: 
(A) Within one year after the date the replacement dwelling is certified for occupancy 
pursuant to ORS 455.055; or 
(B) If the dwelling to be replaced is, in the discretion of the permitting authority, in such 
a state of disrepair that the structure is unsafe for occupancy or constitutes an attractive 
nuisance, on or before a date set by the permitting authority that is not less than 90 days 
after the replacement permit is issued. 

      (b) The replacement dwelling: 
      (A) May be sited on any part of the same lot or parcel. 

(B) Must comply with applicable siting standards. However, the standards may not be 
applied in a manner that prohibits the siting of the replacement dwelling. 
(c) As a condition of approval, if the dwelling to be replaced is located on a portion of 
the lot or parcel that is not zoned for exclusive farm use, the applicant shall execute and 
cause to be recorded in the deed records of the county in which the property is located a 
deed restriction prohibiting the siting of another dwelling on that portion of the lot or 
parcel. The restriction imposed is irrevocable unless the county planning director, or the 
director’s designee, places a statement of release in the deed records of the county to the 
effect that the provisions of this section and either ORS 215.213 or 215.283 regarding 
replacement dwellings have changed to allow the lawful siting of another dwelling. 

 
As for (A) and (B) above, a condition of approval will require the dwelling to be placed on 
the subject parcel and abide by the setback requirements.  As for 4(c) above, the entire parcel 
is zoned for exclusive farm uses therefore this criterion does not apply.   

 
 
DIRECTOR’S OBSERVATION: 
 
This manufactured dwelling has been on this property for at least 30 years and possibly closer to 
40-years.2  The property is developed with a driveway, well and septic system.  The appeal states 
that the dwelling should be removed as it was a hardship dwelling as the hardship no longer 
exists on the property.  The question comes to mind related to what benefit will result with the 
removal of the dwelling?  Typically, the regulations are there to protect farmland.  In this case, it 
doesn’t seem like that would be the result.  The result would likely be a 0.87-acre property with a 
barn/shop building located on it.  Due to the location of the parcel, the road and surrounding 
development it is unlikely that it would be put back to farm use but would remain a vacant 
former rural residential site. 

 
2 Section 1205.03(C) of the YCZO allows application to confirm that use or structure on a parcel is legally 
nonconforming.  The main test for this nonconforming use approval is to show “That the use has continued 
uninterrupted, or the structure has been occupied continuously, for at least 10 years prior to the date the 
application for verification of the nonconformity is submitted.”  
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CONCLUSIONS FOR APPROVAL: 

 
1. The request is to allow the replacement of a dwelling located at 11940 SE Boyer Road, 

McMinnville.  
 

2. The replacement dwelling approval is possible due to the passage of House Bill 2746 (2013), 
as amended by House Bill 3024 (2019), which provided criteria under ORS 215.283 (1)(p) 
and ORS 215.241.     

 
3. With conditions, the request can satisfy the provisions of ORS 215.241. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS FOR DENIAL: 
 
1. The request is to allow the replacement of a dwelling located at 11940 SE Boyer Road, 

McMinnville.  
 

2. The manufactured dwelling is not eligible for replacement as it was required to be removed 
through the Docket No. C-508-83/TS-168-83.     

 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
A recommendation will be provided after the receipt of testimony.   
 
If the Board of Commissioners Based upon the above findings and conclusions, the request by 
Ronald Martin, to allow the replacement of a dwelling located at 11940 Boyer Road, 
McMinnville, on a parcel identified as Tax Lot 4432CD-00601, is hereby approved with the 
following conditions:   

 
1. All permits and inspections required by Yamhill County for building construction, septic, and 

electrical installation shall be obtained for the new dwelling. 
 
2. The dwelling shall be located on Tax Lot 4432CD-00601in compliance with the setback and 

height limitations of Section 402 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO). 
 
3. The dwelling may be replaced within four years from the final date of approval.  Please note 

that this deadline can be extended as long as a request for extension is submitted prior to the 
expiration date.   

      
 
KF:kf 


